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Background: Mouse models are highly effective for studying the pathophysiology of lung adenocarcinoma and evalu-
ating new treatment strategies. Treatment ef!cacy is primarily determined by the total tumor burdenmeasured on ex-
cised tumor specimens. Themeasurement process is time-consuming and prone to human errors. To address this issue,
we developed a novel deep learning model to segment lung tumor foci on digitally scanned hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E) histology slides.
Methods: Digital slides of 239 mice from 9 experimental cohorts were split into training (n=137), validation (n=37),
and testing cohorts (n=65). Image patches of 500!500 pixels were extracted from 5! and 10! magni!cations,
along with binary masks of expert annotations representing ground-truth tumor regions. Deep learning models utiliz-
ing DeepLabV3+ and UNet architectures were trained for binary segmentation of tumor foci under varying stain nor-
malization conditions. The performance of algorithm segmentation was assessed by Dice Coef!cient, and detection
was evaluated by sensitivity and positive-predictive value (PPV).
Results:The bestmodel on patch-based validationwas DeepLabV3+using a Resnet-50 backbone, which achievedDice
0.890 and 0.873 on validation and testing cohort, respectively. This result corresponded to 91.3 Sensitivity and 51.0
PPV in the validation cohort and 93.7 Sensitivity and 51.4 PPV in the testing cohort. False positives could be reduced
10-fold with thresholding arti!cial intelligence (AI) predicted output by area, without negative impact on Dice Coef-
!cient. Evaluation at various stain normalization strategies did not demonstrate improvement from the baseline
model.
Conclusions: A robust AI-based algorithm for detecting and segmenting lung tumor foci in the pre-clinical mouse
models was developed. The output of this algorithm is compatible with open-source software that researchers com-
monly use.

Introduction

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related deaths globally, with
lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD) being the most common type of non-small
lung cancer (NSCLC).1,2 Genetically engineered mouse models (GEMMs)
serve an essential role in pre-clinical studies of cancers, and multiple
GEMMs were developed to study the pathophysiology of human lung can-
cer. GEMMs are inbred mice with precisely controlled genetic modi!ca-
tions, such as point mutations, deletions of chromosomal segments, and
inactivations of target genes. GEMMs in pre-clinical studies provide re-
searchers with opportunities to study tumor microenvironment, isolate
and control genetic mutations, determine the therapeutic dosage, and

observe host immune response.3 The most common mutations in human
LUAD are activating point mutations in KRAS and inactivation of P53.4,5

Mice with conditional KRAS activation and P53 loss of function (KP mice)
are infected with Cre expressing adenovirus, which activates the transcrip-
tion ofmutantKRAS and loss of P53. This process induces lung tumors. This
GEMMwas used to obtain digital whole slide images (WSI) of lung tissue in
the present study. It closely resembled human LUAD and was used to study
the interactions among tumor cells, the immune system, and themicrobiota
in the tumor microenvironment.6

Histological analyses with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining and
immunohistochemistry (IHC) techniques allow researchers to visualize nor-
mal and tumor cells. Tumor burden, calculated as the ratio of tumor area to
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normal tissue area in a sample, is used to judge treatment effects. Therefore,
accurate tumor measurement is crucial in determining the outcome of exper-
iments.Manual identi!cation of lesions onWSI by pathologists can be tedious
and time-consuming, especially when processing a large dataset. Publicly
available open-source tools help researchers detect and segment lesions on
WSI, edit annotations, and perform basic analysis.7,8 However, these semi-
automated tools still require extensive and laborious manual annotation,
which signi!cantly limits lung cancer research. Hence, an optimized method
for tumor measurement in GEMM of lung cancer is urgently needed.

Widespread use of digital pathology and the availability of suf!cient com-
putational resources to process large digital image datasets have prompted
the development of automated WSI processing methods that aid cancer re-
search. With the help of arti!cial intelligence (AI), the task of tumor segmen-
tation on digital WSI can be achieved quickly and with accuracy comparable
with the experienced pathologist. Deep learning, a branch of AI, has been
widely used in digital pathology to detect, segment, and classify cancers
across many different diseases. Several recent examples include multiclass
classi!cation of breast cancers,9 classi!cation of epithelial tumors of stomach
and colon,10 lung cancer detection and segmentation.11–15 In mouse models
studying pathologies of other lung diseases, deep learning has been used to
assign histological scoring of lung !brosis and in"ammation,16 quantify in-
jury in lung,17 and model gene expression from histopathology to predict
tuberculosis18 detect and classify tuberculosis lesions.19 In this work, we de-
velop an AI system for lung tumor segmentation in mouse models that is
easy to use for non-computational cancer researchers andwill aid lung cancer
research in pre-clinical settings.

Methods

Cohort Description

Our dataset consists of a total of 239 high-resolutionWSIs ofmouse lung
histopathology samples (1 mouse/ image) obtained across 9 different ex-
perimental cohorts. All tissue samples were obtained from KrasLSL-G12D/+;
P53"ox/"ox (KP) mice as previously described.20 To induce lung tumors,
KP mice were infected with Sftpc-Cre expressing adenovirus or lentiviral
vectors co-expressing Cre and speci!c sgRNAs. All mice, both male and fe-
male, were randomized and used in all experiments. Experimental treat-
ment of mice was conducted as reported previously.6 Lung lobes with
tumors and portions of the spleen were !xed in 4% paraformaldehyde
and embedded in paraf!n. Each slide contains multiple sections of the
lung tissue and one section of the spleen from one mouse. Staining was

performed following the standard method for H&E stain. H&E stained
slides were scanned using Leica Aperio ScanScope AT2 and Hamamatsu
NanoZoomer 2.0-RS at an effectivemagni!cation of 40!. Resulting images
were saved in .svs (44 images) and .ndpi (195 images) !le formats.

Mice from 7 experiments (n=184) were split into 75% training, 20%
validation, and 5% testing. The remaining 55 images from 2 experiments
were entirely held out for testing to ensure no treatment or batch-related ef-
fect. This resulted in the following overall breakdown for the analysis: 137
WSI images for training, 37 WSI images for validation, and 65 WSI images
for testing.

Image Annotation and Processing

Within each WSI, lung tissue regions and tumor regions were manually
outlined as described previously for tumor burden quanti!cation.6 Annota-
tions were exported to JSON style format using QuPath software7 (version
0.2.3). Here, each annotation object is labeled as ‘Tumor’ for cancer-speci!c
tumor foci within the lungs and ‘Lung’ representing any lung tissue area
(cancer or normal). A representative example is shown in Fig. 1.

For each image in training and validation sets, tiles of size 500!500
pixels were extracted at 5! and 10! magni!cation, re"ecting 2 and 1
!M/pixel resolution, respectively, using OpenSlide.21 Corresponding Lung
and Tumor annotations were mapped to each tile using the python library
Shapely (version 1.7.1, https://pypi.org/project/Shapely). Binary masks rep-
resenting 0 (no Tumor) and 1 (Tumor) were used for the segmentation task.

To evaluate the impact of stain variation on model development, stain
normalization was performed on each tile using two methods, Macenko22

and Vahadane23 within the Staintools python package (version 2.1.2,
https://github.com/Peter554/StainTools). For eachmethod, stainmatrices
were estimated from all tiles in the training cohort to determine median
stain matrix and stain concentration vectors after luminosity standardiza-
tion (Supplemental Table 1). These features were calculated at 5! and
10!magni!cation levels separately, further details on eachmethod and vi-
sual examples in Fig. 1. For each method, these custom stain matrices were
then used to normalize all tiles in training and validation sets as a pre-
processing step prior to model development.

Model Development

Training
Two architectureswere considered for binary segmentation of tumor re-

gions: UNet24 and DeepLabV3+.25 ResNet18, ResNet34, and ResNet50

5x
10

x

Original Ground Truth Tumor Mask Macenko Vahadane

Figure 1. Example WSI and associated image tiles from training set. (Left) WSI with regions of tumor outlined in red and regions of any lung tissue, normal or malignant,
outlined in blue. (Right-top) A representative 5! tile extracted from WSI and binary mask converted from expert annotations. The same patch transformed by Macenko
and Vahadane are shown. (Right-bottom) A representative 10! tile extracted from WSI, representing the bottom right quadrant of 5! tile, and associated binary masks
and normalized features.
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backbones were all evaluated.26 All UNetmodels were trained using Fast.ai
(version 2.2.5).27 The DeepLabV3+model was trained using the Semtorch
library (version 0.1.1).28 Additional augmentation to previously described
stain normalization included random "ipping. Any tile containing Lung tis-
sue with minimum 5% tissue (non-whitespace) area was included in the
training. All models were trained using cross-entropy loss and Adam opti-
mization. All models were initialized for one epoch by !ne-tuning !nal
layer weights from ImageNet before unfreezing all layers for the remainder
of training cycle using discriminative learning rates. Initial learning rate for
5! models was set within 0.00001!0.00005 and for the 10! models was
set within 0.00008!0.0001. The selected checkpoint for each model was
based on the epoch with the lowest validation loss during training.

Inference
The model inference was performed on WSI input for validation and

hold-out testing sets. Here, WSI was loaded using the OpenSlide library,
and predictions were obtained on-the-"y for tiles of size 500!500 pixels
at the speci!ed model magni!cation. For each tile prediction, the binary
segmentation was converted to a polygon structure using the OpenCV py-
thon library (version 4.5.2)29 before being cast back to original pixel coor-
dinates of WSI acquisition and stored as Shapely polygon. To ensure
contiguous polygons across neighboring tiles, 20% stride was used during
inference (i.e., 100 pixel overlap between adjacent tiles). Following infer-
ence of all tiles, a unary union of all polygon predictions was used to create
the !nal structure set of all tumor regions produced from each model. This

structure set was saved in JSON format using the geoJSON library (version
2.5.0, https://pypi.org/project/geojson/). Models and code for inference
and retraining based on this study are available at https://github.com/
NIH-MIP/WSI_LungTumorSeg.

Statistical Analysis

The detection performance wasmeasured at the image (mouse) level and
individual tumor (foci) level. The segmentation accuracy within each image
was measured with the Sørensen–Dice coef!cient (Dice), the intersection
over union (IoU), and volume similarity (VS) based on standard de!nitions.30

The foci-level detection performance was determined by the number of true
positives (TP), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN) compared to the
expert ground-truth for calculation of Sensitivity and positive-predictive
value (PPV). Here, a true positive is de!ned as a ground truth tumor region
that is correctly identi!ed (i.e., any overlap) with AI-predicted foci. Perfor-
mance metrics were reported for all models. All results were reported sepa-
rately for validation and testing datasets. The best model was de!ned as the
model with the highest average Dice score in the validation set.

After selection of the best model, detection performance by foci area
(!M2) was characterized in the training set using receiver operating charac-
teristic (ROC) curve analysis to determine the optimal area cut-point for re-
duction of false positives in AI-predicted foci using the Youden Index.
Detection Sensitivity and number of FPs/image as a function of AI-
predicted foci areawere analyzed using the free-response operating charac-
teristic (FROC) curve in training and validation sets. Agreement in total
tumor area (i.e., burden) between expert annotation and AI was assessed
using Bland!Altman analysis (BlandR package, R, version 0.5.3, https://
github.com/deepankardatta/blandr).

Results

Summary statistics of the study cohort are shown in Table 1. In total,
29,463 image patches were used for training+validation in models at

Table 1
Dataset summary.

Split WSI Foci (median/img) 5! tiles 10! tiles

Training 137 15,167 (102.5) 23,644 80,402
Validation 37 5,214 (77) 5,792 20,054
Testing 65 3,958 (108) -- --

Table 2
Model performance metrics.

Mag Arch Norm Validation set Testing set

Tile Dice± Dice* IoU* Sens PPV FP/img Dice* IoU* Sens PPV FP/img

5 unet-resnet34 -- 0.874 0.874 (0.054) 0.781 (0.078) 0.910 0.232 233 0.846 (0.165) 0.758 (0.177) 0.939 0.254 162
5 unet-resnet18 -- 0.872 0.872 (0.057) 0.777 (0.081) 0.911 0.208 315 0.844 (0.162) 0.754 (0.174) 0.941 0.190 267
5 deeplabv3-resnet18 -- 0.884 0.875 (0.056 0.781 (0.078 0.908 0.320 174 0.829 (0.164 0.732 (0.177 0.930 0.241 185
5 deeplabv3-resnet34 -- 0.883 0.879 (0.052 0.787 (0.073 0.899 0.381 145 0.847 (0.170 0.760 (0.176 0.919 0.402 90.5
5 deeplabv3-resnet50 -- 0.891 0.890 (0.052) 0.805 (0.075) 0.913 0.510 75 0.873 (0.156) 0.797 (0.167) 0.937 0.514 58
10 unet-resnet18 -- 0.879 0.881 (0.051) 0.791 (0.073) 0.929 0.115 598 0.856 (0.151) 0.769 (0.163) 0.940 0.128 427
10 deeplabv3-resnet18 -- 0.881 0.881 (0.057 0.791 (0.080 0.908 0.108 509.5 0.854 (0.166 0.770 (0.176 0.943 0.098 471
10 deeplabv3-resnet34 -- 0.880 0.881 (0.057) 0.792 (0.082) 0.894 0.255 215 0.864 (0.147) 0.782 (0.161) 0.934 0.237 155
10 deeplabv3-resnet50 -- 0.877 0.868 (0.064) 0.771 (0.090) 0.892 0.098 690 0.850 (0.153) 0.760 (0.165) 0.913 0.103 415
5 unet-resnet34 M 0.872 0.862 (0.054) 0.762 (0.077) 0.915 0.216 283 0.849 (0.153) 0.760 (0.170) 0.955 0.196 260
5 unet-resnet18 M 0.871 0.875 (0.052) 0.781 (0.074) 0.911 0.237 275 0.854 (0.153) 0.766 (0.169) 0.949 0.208 263
5 deeplabv3-resnet18 M 0.882 0.876 (0.051 0.783 (0.073 0.939 0.231 289 0.858 (0.149 0.772 (0.165 0.960 0.200 248
5 deeplabv3-resnet34 M 0.881 0.878 (0.064 0.788 (0.088 0.900 0.270 197.5 0.858 (0.153 0.773 (0.164 0.943 0.233 218.5
5 deeplabv3-resnet50 M 0.884 0.883 (0.054) 0.795 (0.078) 0.863 0.525 63 0.852 (0.174) 0.769 (0.182) 0.918 0.442 78
10 unet-resnet18 M 0.875 0.878 (0.054) 0.787 (0.080) 0.921 0.105 697 0.863 (0.155) 0.780 (0.166) 0.953 0.100 535
10 deeplabv3-resnet18 M 0.877 0.875 (0.059 0.782 (0.083 0.899 0.107 539 0.841 (0.175 0.752 (0.180 0.935 0.100 437
10 deeplabv3-resnet34 M 0.869 0.868 (0.064) 0.771 (0.089) 0.872 0.200 251 0.851 (0.174 0.767 (0.179) 0.927 0.171 272
10 deeplabv3-resnet50 M 0.886 0.884 (0.052) 0.795 (0.077) 0.917 0.227 265 0.871 (0.157) 0.794 (0.165) 0.934 0.245 187
5 unet-resnet34 V 0.872 0.870 (0.056) 0.773 (0.079) 0.912 0.217 265 0.854 (0.155) 0.768 (0.169) 0.948 0.212 234
5 unet-resnet18 V 0.871 0.865 (0.051) 0.766 (0.074) 0.925 0.195 321 0.849 (0.154) 0.760 (0.171) 0.959 0.177 308
5 deeplabv3-resnet18 V 0.881 0.878 (0.053 0.786 (0.078 0.931 0.344 161.5 0.845 (0.158 0.754 (0.171 0.950 0.334 131
5 deeplabv3-resnet34 V 0.877 0.879 (0.056 0.788 (0.080 0.906 0.436 105 0.868 (0.142 0.786 (0.158 0.942 0.405 94
5 deeplabv3-resnet50 V 0.885 0.888 (0.054) 0.802 (0.078) 0.905 0.447 100 0.873 (0.147) 0.795 (0.161) 0.936 0.420 90
10 unet-resnet18 V 0.876 0.880 (0.0572 0.789 (0.075) 0.918 0.108 569 0.862 (0.153) 0.778 (0.165) 0.951 0.107 519
10 deeplabv3-resnet18 V 0.880 0.884 (0.054 0.796 (0.079 0.929 0.182 325.5 0.869 (0.149 0.789 (0.163 0.951 0.177 241
10 deeplabv3-resnet34 V 0.881 0.881 (0.057) 0.792 (0.082) 0.894 0.255 215 0.872 (0.140) 0.792 (0.154) 0.934 0.239 195
10 deeplabv3-resnet50 V 0.872 0.881 (0.057) 0.791 (0.082) 0.903 0.278 214 0.869 (0.159) 0.791 (0.163) 0.929 0.251 191

Mag=Magni!cation. Arch= Architecture. Norm= Stain Normalization Strategy (none, M=Macenko, V=Vahadane). IoU= Intersection over Union. Sens= Sensitivity,
PPV=Positive Predictive Value, FP/img=median number of False Positives per image. ± Tile Dice calculated asmeanDice from all validation tiles. *Dice and IoU reported
as mean(stdev) for all WSI.
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5! optical equivalent magni!cation, compared to 100,456 patches in
models at 10! optical equivalent magni!cation. Performance metrics for
each of the trained models are presented in Table 2. The best model during
patch-based training was found to be the DeepLabV3+ at 5! magni!ca-
tion without the use of stain normalization, achieving patch-based Dice of
0.891 on the validation set.

At WSI inference and conversion, Dice for the 5! DeepLabV3+ re-
mained the best at 0.890 in the validation set, with 91.3% sensitivity and
a median 75 false positives/image (Table 2). The reason for the slight dis-
crepancy can be explained due to sliding window (20% stride) during and
inclusion of the entire image (i.e., including non-lung structures) for WSI
evaluation, re"ecting a real-world inference situation. The performance of
this model on the unseen test set was found to be 0.873 Dice at 93.7% sen-
sitivity and amedian 58 false positives/image (Table 2). Representative ex-
amples of best and worst Dice outcomes using the 5! DeepLabV3+model
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. No differences in performance
were observed between scanners. Only one case in the validation and test-
ing set did not demonstrate any tumor foci on ground truth annotations,
with AI producing one false positive in the image (Fig. 4).

Similar to the non-normalized training experiments, the 5!
DeepLabV3+ model outperformed UNet at both magni!cations and 10!
DeepLabV3+ implementation in experiments from each of the stain nor-
malization strategies (Table 2). In general, 10! models performed simi-
larly to 5! counterparts in Dice similarity; however, the 10! models
tended to produce a higher number of false positives per image. To evaluate

if normalization could boost performance when used during inference (i.e.,
model was !t from non-normalized images and normalization was applied
only at inference), we evaluated the best UNet and DeepLabV3+ non-
normalized models with each normalization strategy (Table 3). The result
demonstrates increased sensitivity (range 95.7–98.4%) compared to initial
models (range 90.0!96.0%); however, this comes at the penalty of
increased FP/image and decrease in Dice coef!cients in all models.

Qualitative observations of the 5! DeepLabV3+ performance demon-
strated the majority of false positives were small in size, as demonstrated in
Fig. 4. ROC analysis on AI predictions from the training set determined the
optimal threshold to be 12,000 !M2 for excluding small regions. Figure 5
shows FROC curves for the training and validation sets, using predicted
foci size as the risk variable. A reasonable reference comparison would be
400 !M2 which re"ects foci containing <5 tumor cells. Based on the opti-
mal and reference thresholds, the Dice remained unchanged in the valida-
tion set (0.890) and increased from 0.873 to 0.887 at the 12,000 !M2

threshold in the testing set (Table 4). False positives were reduced 10-fold
in validation and testing sets; however, this came at the penalty of 6.1%
and 4.7% reduction in sensitivity for validation and testing sets, respec-
tively.

Bland!Altman analysis for the error in total tumor burden estimation
using the best model is shown in Fig. 6. The bias across validation and test-
ing sets was –0.32 (95% Con!dence Interval [CI] –0.95 to 0.30), and the
limits-of-agreement lower and upper bounds were –6.53mm2 (95% CI:
–7.60 to –5.46) and 5.88 mm2 (95% CI: 4.82 to 6.95), respectively.

Figure 2. Good Performance Cases for 5! DeepLabV3+ Model. (Left) WSI from Aperio scanner with Dice Coef!cient 0.930 from validation set. (Right) WSI from
Hamamatsu scanner with Dice Coef!cient 0.960 from the test set. For ground-truth annotations, tumor regions are outlined in red and total lung regions are outlined in
green. AI outputs are outlined in yellow.
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Figure 3. Worst Performance Cases for 5! DeepLabV3+ Model. (Left) WSI from Aperio scanner with Dice Coef!cient 0.778 from test set. (Right) WSI from Hamamatsu
scanner with Dice Coef!cient 0.227 from the test set. For ground truth annotations, tumor regions are outlined in red and total lung regions are outlined in green. AI
outputs are outlined in yellow.

Figure 4. Negative Test Case for 5! DeepLabV3+Model. (Left) Ground truth annotation demonstrating only lung regions, without the presence of tumor foci. (Right) AI
produced a single false positive of approximately 100 !M ! 20 !M in size, outlined in yellow.
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Discussion

Histopathological assessment of tumor burden after experimental treat-
ment conditions is a commonly used endpoint for pre-clinical models.6

However, accurate measurement of all tumor foci is tedious and error-
prone. We have developed an automated AI-based segmentation tool that
is able to identify lung adenocarcinoma tumor foci in mouse models with
>90% sensitivity in validation and testing cohorts, demonstrating excellent
volumetric agreement to ground-truth annotations with 0.890 and 0.873
Dice coef!cient, respectively. Furthermore, we have created functionality
for this model to output user-friendly !le formats that can be read into
the publicly available viewer QuPath7 for further modi!cation or related
research analysis.

We evaluated the effect of stain normalization on the quality of AI
tumor segmentation.We did not see substantial changes in the performance
of any of our models, and the best performing model, 5! DeepLabV3+ ,

among all models was observed without the use of stain normalization dur-
ing training or inference. With the application of the Macenko and
Vahadane method on both training and validation/testing data, the mean
DCdecreased, but only by 1.8% and 0.1%, respectively. Our overall impres-
sion was that stain normalization did not improve the results, and the num-
ber of false positives increased without meaningful improvement of Dice
scores when stain normalization was applied to testing data. A possible ex-
planation is that despite heterogeneity in scanners used during the study,
the tissue processing and stainingwere identical for all animal experiments.
Some others reported improved results with Macenko stain normalization
(breast cancer classi!cation with Ef!cientNet,31 stomach lesions classi!ca-
tion with Inception v332), while some reported negative effects on model
performance (colon adenocarcinoma segmentation with VGG-1933). Vali-
dation of our algorithm on an outside dataset could provide a better insight
into the effect of stain normalization with the AI models used in this work.

We evaluated model performance at two magni!cations, 5! and 10!.
Within each normalization experiment, all models performed within 2%
performance the DeepLabV3+ architecture, but most notably the 10!
models had the highest false-positive rates regardless of the architecture.
One possible explanation is 10! models produce segmentation results at
the near-cellular level, leading to a high number of false positives of small
sizes. Previous research has shown convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
have the ability to learn unique information across various magni!cations,
resulting in varying magni!cation selection for different tasks or
multimagni!cation ensemble approaches.34,35 Within this task, we ob-
served the majority of false positives were substantially smaller in size
than ground-truth annotations and could be!ltered out using either reason-
able expert knowledge or optimal cut-point analysis. These regions were ul-
timately inconsequential to the focus of this study, i.e., total tumor burden
estimation. Downstream analysis, such as the counting of individual tumor
cells, may require AI approaches to operate at higher magni!cation or cas-
caded approaches in the future.

Amajor limitation of translation AI research is the development of user-
friendly deployment tools or frameworks that can bring AI tools into the
hands of users without computational science background.36 Utilizing the
functionality of QuPath to read/write geoJSON !les, we have developed
a model for which the output can be easily read and modi!ed within the
pre-existing software. This enables users to utilize and modify AI-
generated output for their research needs. This could additionally serve as
an AI-assisted annotation tool for future research evaluating different
tasks within adenocarcinoma models, such as classi!cation of disease sub-
types or counting of cellular components.

Table 3
Performance metrics after test-time tile-based stain normalization.

Mag Arch Norm Validation set Testing set

Dice* IoU* Sens PPV FP/img Dice* IoU* Sens PPV FP/img

5 deeplabv3-resnet50 M 0.807 (0.089) 0.685 (0.114) 0.968 0.253 275 0.727 (0.212) 0.606 (0.210) 0.984 0.173 376
10 unet-resnet18 M 0.839 (0.065) 0.727 (0.091) 0.966 0.061 1354 0.779 (0.192) 0.669 (0.198) 0.984 0.041 1878
5 deeplabv3-resnet50 V 0.819 (0.084) 0.702 (0.113) 0.965 0.274 223 0.781 (0.185) 0.669 (0.193) 0.983 0.219 271
10 unet-resnet18 V 0.840 (0.073) 0.73 (0.101) 0.957 0.062 1227.5 0.798 (0.180) 0.691 (0.190) 0.981 0.046 1620

Mag=Magni!cation. Arch= Architecture. Norm= Stain Normalization Strategy (none, M=Macenko, V=Vahadane). IoU= Intersection over Union. Sens= Sensitivity,
PPV = Positive Predictive Value, FP/img = median number of False Positives per image. *Dice and IoU reported as mean (stdev) for all WSI.

Figure 5. FROCCurve for Training and Validation sets for 5!DeepLabV3+Model.
Risk is assessed by AI-predicted foci size demonstrating reduction of false positives
per image by increasing cut-off threshold (shown in increments of 400 !M2).

Table 4
Performance metrics after area-based thresholding for 5! DeepLabV3+ model.

Size threshold (!m2) Validation set Testing set

Dice IoU Sens PPV FP/img Dice IoU Sens PPV FP/img

0 0.890 (0.052) 0.805 (0.075) 0.913 0.510 75 0.873 (0.156) 0.797 (0.167) 0.937 0.514 58
400 0.890 (0.052) 0.805 (0.076) 0.905 0.730 34 0.873 (0.156) 0.797 (0.167) 0.933 0.740 22
12000 0.890 (0.053) 0.805 (0.077) 0.852 0.910 7 0.887 (0.111) 0.810 (0.135) 0.890 0.908 5

IoU= Intersection over Union. Sens= Sensitivity, PPV=Positive Predictive Value, FP/img=median number of False Positives per image. *Dice and IoU reported as mean
(stdev) for all WSI.
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This work has several limitations. All mice were analyzed under nearly
identical experimental and processing conditions, leading to homogeneity
in staining pro!les across both scanners used in this study. It is well docu-
mented that variation in staining conditions or tissue processing artifacts
can negatively impact the performance of deep learning models.37,38 Re-
lated, despite controlling for different experimental cohorts of mice, we
did not have an external cohort to evaluate the generalizability of these
models. Finally, a large number of small false-positive regions may indicate
the model will require future !ne-tuning for users who wish to capture
tumor foci characterized by few-to-several individual cells.
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